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'introduction: The Formative Research-Context

The term "clinical approach" or "clinical research" tits *seve61

meanings. Psychiatrically, itcan refer to the deScriptive study4of

pathological or maladaptive behaviors Or functioning.. Methodically, it can

refer to a flexible and relatively open-ended interview method of inquiry,

or a case-study or field study apprach to data collection. With a clinical

research design, the investigator usually gathers a relatively greater rapge

of information on a more numerically limited sample than that used in

experimental child psychology research. Often &characteristic of the

clinical approach is the use of naturalistic settings as laboratories ftr

observing human-behavior.

Researchers-in developmental psychology s6dying the social and,

6o0;live dpvorinnMnnr CT tne have,ja lon9-sidndirrg tradition 8 using

clinical-comparative approaches. Heinz4erner, for exam le,
22

has on -'de-'
..,

strated how the study of pathological processes in indiiduals can give

fresh illumination%and insight to our understanding of developmental princi-
41

ples. Often, however, clinical studies do not demonstrate the rigor t

associated with experimental, research in child psychology.t Although morelipb
.

40
formal experimental designs, which eliminate extraneous variables, allbw, ,

\
.

,

for greatertomparabilitY" among subjects on the functions or processes under
It

. .

\
.

investigation, .1.1e limits of.the experimental context'restrict the extent

to.whicli'one can confidently generalize findings to the infinit more

4aried life settings, inwhich people opeiate.

Recent methodological distinctions used in evaluation research may

be. helpful in.thinkingZbout the integration of clinical and developmental

$



approaches. unmative evaluation (or research) usually refers to the.

objective e aluation of,educational'or other .systematic intervention pro-'

grams. Formative evaluation (or research), on the other hand, is the

:planned deVelopment and application of research methods for "work in

process" evaluation in ongoing interventions or settings.6'13

-; ,The formative/sOmmative distinction provides a useful model for

distinguishing between exploratory and hypothesis-testing research.

Clinical wthods and naturalistic research settings lend themselves to

"formative research,models:" Their aim is to generate hypotheses by

observing. patterns of behavior, rather thin to validate patterns by testing

1
hypotheses. Piaget's early observations of his own children in his home

,provide an example and a role-model from developmental psychology 05 demon-,

strate hew intensive clinical.observations can be the descriptive starting

point io yune"citing potentially testable hypotheses about bniversaT

patterns of,development11

In this paper we shall describe a "formative" research effort which

uses observational methods in a clinical intervention setting (in the

psychiatric sense) to look at several concerns for investigators studying

social cognition and its development. These concerns include the relation

betWeen reasoninginresponse to interview-questions and reasoning in

response to naturally occurring interpersonal situations, the relation

between how one reasons about interpersonal relations and how one behaves-
,

-in interpersonal situations, and what kinds of experiences, facilitate more

mature reasoning and prosocial behaVior. The relation between verbally

expressed reasoning undeypothetical interview cditiOns and verbally

expressed reasoning used in natural life settings will be the central focus

ofthis paper: /

4

1
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We will begin by briefly reviewing .descriptive research on the

development of social, moral,- and interpersonal concepts
16

and point_to

some concerns which' this'appi-dach raises. We will then discuss 'a structured

social educational intervention and research program now taking place in

settinga psychiatric efting (The Judge'Baker Guidance Centir),. Such a setting

poses-inherent ethical and practical barriers to "summative," hypothesis

testing research, but may be a particularly fertile and appoopriate'

"formative"'research laboratory for-the.study of issues. of both theoretical'

and methodological concern,in developmental psychology. Finally, we will

present some early and ,tentative findings of this project and make sug-

gestions for the extension of this model beyond psychiatric populations to

normative populations.

The Prnhiom

During recent years interest in the development of social-cognitive

processes,14 abilities, and conceptions21 has been increasing as has intd4t

in the possibility of intervening with children and adolescents to promote

'the development of social awareness,
4,17,18

A small group of investigators

influenced by Kohlberg's seminal work941ave attempted to define and describe

qualitatively distinct levels or stages in the development 'of conceptions

of'slocial experience across,a range of categories. 20,16,3,5,2,1 Although

these investigators gave sometimes differed among themselves as to how to
, -

divide domains of,social experienae, or how to. fine the functions and

limitations of stage analyses, they have ne ertheless, identified and

charted a wide area of the geographic map o developing socio-moral and

interpersonal conceptions. A



Critics of the methods used in social 'cognitive-developmental

'(

research have expressed an appropriate concern about whether people (both

*

.

children and adults) do.really reason at one level across various situa=

tions, experiences, and interactions. They question iqhether the 16e1 of

'

rdesoning obtained in the reflective interviewtraditionally us #d corresponds

to the level of funct ning that the individual uses across natu situations.

This concern has bee retnforced by the seeming reluctance of most cognitive

develsopmentalists to lgo. beyond verbal/clinical views to other means of
f

data collection, assessment, or diagnosis. (Kuhn10 expresses a similar
.. .

concern about yesearch in physical cognition.) Although our work began

With the constructionf a developmental system oflevels of interpersonal

conceptions using a Tefledtive interview approach, we have found it useful

to on beyond the interview orocedyre to examine concepts as they are applied

41,1 real-life circumstances.

packground,flesearch
".

The program we shall describe in this paper builds fftim our initial

research which- sought-to describe the child's developing conceptions of

:individuals, close 'friendships, and peer group,relations
)416,17

inter-

related role relations thought to be critical to-healthy social developr,Mt

by bo.th clinicfans and social-developmentalists.19'7. In order to "capture"

'concepts so-that they can be observed' -and analyzed in a form that, relates

both, to interpersonal experience and'to theoretical developmental structures,
N,

0

a set of substantive issues was specified within-each of thesethree'rOle

relations, issues which are central to the functioning andtherafore to
- ,

the undcrs1anding of that relationship domain.' For example, to,study the

domain of-friendship,-we isolated issues such as trust, jealousy, conflict .

fi
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resolution, and intimacy. Peer group issuet include conformity,' cohesive-
,

ness, and leadership. Asieresult of extensive interviewing, we have

defined five developmental stages for each of 174specific issue-s- (see

Table 1 for a synopsis of issues, Table 2 for a synopsis of stages). This

descriptive map was deyeloped using traditional clinical lopmental
4

interview techbiques with about 200 subjects of bath sexes and rangng.in

age from to 4t, first:by using hypothetical dilemmas and t4n by inter-
1

viewing subjects directly about, their own interpersonal experiences. 'Evidence

From a recent longitudinal follow-up of 75 of these subjects lends support

to the sequedtial nature of.the des4iptive levels.'"17 Using this interview

'procedure in a study comparing children with interpersonal problems and

normal children, we found th as an group the children clinically catiogoriz-ed

-,5 interpersonally distu d performed at lower levels- on our interview prn-

cedures than did a s pie of better' adjusted peers matched case-by-case on

variables such age, raceseX, socioeconomic status, and psychometric

I.Q.
14

W- also found, however, that the clinic grdup and its match did not

--iliffe significantly on-the highest developmental level of intErpersona.1

saning verbalized.in an interview.
17

In otter words, clinic children

were C1)elle of expressing reasoning at comparpbly high leve.ls, but tended

.not to express their highest levels orreasoning as consistently all

)7 issues as did the matched sample. We arenow studying whether this spare

phenomenon is obset;able in natui-al situations and whether there arb-fluctu-

ations in the reasoning of,disturhdd children which might help us to under -

stand the. theoretical question of the stability as well as theepractical

question of the use children make of social conceptions. The first step toward
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the study off ethese questions is to see if the developipkIal descriptive

-:If; levels derived from reflective interviews can .,be used to analyze, social

reasoning-in-lction: when children are negotiatinig decisions and resolving

conflicts which have real life consequences. To study this problem, we

have tal;en our relatively detailed developmental descriptions of inter-

personal issues, incorporated' istelstudied bother developmentalfsts

-
mentiolaed previs ously, 4nd have begun to use them as an- observatidnal sacial-

.-eognitiveidevelopmental coding schem for the analysis of peer group

.cussion in natural psychoeducational and social group settings. Using'

this codins scheme, we hope to gain a better understanding of the range and

consistency of.leyels of expressed,,social reasoning that both:normal" and

i "disturbed" children use in natural group situations. For the present, one

such setting to which we have access is a clinic sc!..col thA

'Baker Guidance' Center.

The Clinical Setting), A Sp:uctured Social beveloomental Environment

The Manville School provides an educational ai3d psychological treat-

ment program for learning and emotionally disabled children from ages 7 to

15,. A major difficulty for these children, and a common referral-complaint,

is disturbance*in interpersonal relationships, particularly peer relationships.
.

In order to help these children develop more adequate social as we31

as to enable us to study.social reasoning=in-actionWe have been developing,

and using previously developed 'psychological an

/ .

stress theAmportahce of inteiper9onal awarene

. .

ducatibnal programs which

d of peer relations in

class andgroup activtties, in sports, and at recess. These programs rely

in part on a structu;ed prograttl'in which the staff encourages the Children

to provide support and feedback to each other within the immediate context
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Ortheir'peer group (peer soCiotherapy). Structured programs are designed

to hdlp Children help each other with such issues as cooperation, trust;

conflict resolution, leaderShip, and conformity,' the Shme issues on which

we have taken developmental citings (refer to:Table 1). ,

An integral part of this program is a strong basic research effort.

Our primary research concern is.not simply an outcome evaluation of this
v

program,.but-rather a formative ,process observation of the socialinter-

',action's and social,reasoning children use.during the various structured,

social-educational aspects of the program'. .

We have made use of four school activities- which explicitly encourage

the children to reasen about social or interpersonal issues of imPortance

to theili. The first activity is a weekly interpersonal problemLsolving
1

.

..session that takes
i
place within the classroom itself. During thec p 30 to'

60 minute sessions, the children work%cooperatively to plan class activities

and discuss problems between or among chidren or between a child and a

I

teacher. At the end of each week the children evaluate their class performInce,

using the interpersonal issues we have described developmentally, such as class

cooperation, cbnflict'resolution,- and decision-making, as aspects of class
4

functioning to be critically examined.,

Weekly 'activitygroups- provide a second observation opportunity.

Members.of the class (class size is small,.6 to 8 children) ran with counselors

0series of weekly field trips and activities, such as cross-country skiing,

bowling, and historical site visits. Once again, the emphasis is on peer

planning and decision-making. When conflicts arise, they are- taken up by

/the group.or disCussed during the class meeting times., After:each activity

the children discuss how well things went and what could have been done to

9

'
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.

to
0

Ae

improve the planning or social interactions of the members.

A third oppIrtunity for observation and analysis, which is not

formally planned,' occurs during what Redl and Wineman have called Life Space

Orisisinterviewing.
12

At titles during thecourse of the school daY,
,.

-

Children find their retponses to a perceived frustration or injustice'so
,. .

overwheWng that even class discussion is not a powerful enough support
r. ''' ...-

system te.help the participant(s) sort ou the facts and feelings. .At these.
..

times, the children are allowed to go ta privatle "time out section of the

'school, where they can regain composure and control. Here they have the

,opportunity to discuss with a'trUsted school counselor, one 06 ideally is

t .
) ,

cognizant, of developm'ental Teve'H,.their personal interpretation of the
J

) 4.
nature pf the conflict, its cause, its course, and some.alterative resolutions.

observntinns are also during snrial.cturlinc mnti rol.^170n+

events discussion,periods, where children's discussions include broader.
societal, moral, an esctsocial conventional issu. The work of urth,

5
Turie1,2°

and KohTbdrggis particularly relevant here.

These activities allow us to observe sOcial reasoning- n,action, to

generate hypotheses about children think about their actua interpersonal

problems, and.to see how they apply their interpersonal and s do-moral

reasoning to resolve school and peer related issues and.prob orto Mike

plans which have foreseeable consequences. for each child.

ti

By tape-recording and transcribing these various mood+ throughout

the school year, recordings.which are made with the children's imowledge

and permission, we are beginning to-compile a substantial data base. Our

plan is.to continue in these C1Ss s to tape-record and keep fogs of the

group discussions and social in ractions in bothclassrOom and activity

1 H.

'r
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0
groups of the same children over a two-year longitudinal period. We are

4

falsb gathering data on the level of interpersonal, reasoning in.reflectiVe

interviewing four times during the two years.
,

We` are interested in,the type of issues the children focus on as

ti

t .

well as the developmfintal maturity of their reasoning abeutthe issues. In, %

addition, we are. able to observe fluctuations in expresse'd reasoning levels

overtime and across recurring situations or unique incidentsland to develop.

testable.hyp6theses abbut the/possible causes for'such fluctuallpons if they'

e4ist. These hypotheses can then be tested on la'rger and more representative
A

grojs undger more controlled conditions,-beginning a summative phase in the

fOrmative-Lmmative research relationship.
,

yield:

We.expect these analyses of grpti0- discussions and interview data to

. .

1) a comparison of. children's interpersonal reasoning levels in
.

.

smali.grouRs of six to eight at different mean.ages, i.e., in classes with

different mean aged (e.g., ages 11(),, 12; 147.

2) a flow chart of the level of reasoning of individual chil;Iren,

and:of the groups As-a whole over a two-year period, which will allow us to

generate further hypotheses about the st$ility or,fluctuationrof reasoning

levels over time and about the pace and profile of te developmept of new

or higher levels of awareness.

3) a set of,formakift hypotheses about:social-sittiationalior person -'

ality factors which may influence reasoning levels-during various kinds of

temporMly proximate interpersonal situations (i.e.,vier several weeks) as

wellago,over Vint (i.p.,.2 year

4) a comparison of levels of reasoning7Teflective interviews. with

'reasoning in natural situations ConCerning the,same issues..

/
$

R
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The Case Study, Approach ',_ \
A i

't
To summarize what

tle.haAc

valid .so'f,Ar; our omtnation of social
. ..1- ----

,-

t.

cognitive'levels of social. reasoning-i'1- action requires at least two tools.
.,

The 'first isda stage-by-social-co nceptual-issue h art, both bread enough and,
i.i

yet detailed enough to be used to locate the suisstanee and structure of e4c
_...

o .0
lrOup discussion. The second is an '(educational) atmosphere whiCh encopres

children to express social reasonihg'unger conditions pieh can be observed.

Such environments need to be structured ways which insure that'issues

compar.able to the' ones that have been obtained thritrtighclihical: interviews

are raised and which 'potentially allow these ksues tbobe Adidressed at the
.

hjghest level of social ree4oning of which the participants4are capabe

For eZaimple, if cte want `to understand the development, of leadership in.,

..,
children's gr6ups, Wk need, to prdvide both a 'developmntal descriptive-mOping

,-

of leadership concepts and a set of activities,-which not only stimulate 'think-

ing about leadership,-but al--se provide leadership opportunities.

With regard to our developmental tools, we ha,le derived fi,ve stages

for the-hierarchical development leadership Concepts whflhbriefly. can

be described as-follows (a more complete-descrif)tion.can.be found -in Selman

'17
& Jaquette, ): At stage 0, leadership is seen only as physical per over,

others. 'Al. stage 1 the leader is understood to Mt-form a more definite

function; he/she is seen as the person who is the best at or knows the mots,

about thy' group's activities. Nevertheless,\at this stag& the leader is

assumed ablv'toassert his persona4 will wilhout'there'being an awerenesSin

61e mind of the need to coordinate it with the interests of oters.

A more advanced awareness is- characteristic of stage 2, at_whi:ch point a

loader's role is look at as greater xecierocal cpOrdination betWeen leaders

4.

4

S 4
4)

t

4

.
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and foilOwers. The leadefe's function-is now seery more as an aybithior who

'leads'by'being sensitive'to others and promoting good relations between
1.-

individual group members. _An added .awareness at Stage 31.15 the leadership

functioftaf'provat*,,ogroup-4 solidarity a.A4grouPcommunity,;,and at stage.
- ,,

.

.
.. ,, ; .

..A leadership dfunctipms are leen to bR multicleland Wffe'renttated:(e.g.; .-, -

' ,,
.

. . - e

',task, leader,-.social-emotional ,lea-de0 The hierarchical iro'del asstints' that

subjects aware of higher letel cancepts-da not abandon lower 16;w1 ones

but use then) differntiaLly. . -
43%.f

Educattonal:ly 'within our structure we provide'each child the'

opportunity to furictionas.class leader dOring*theinterpersona),:problem-,
-,. .

solving meetings and also,provide extra skill training for the children
,

- ,through "leader0ip seminars" in whicb 2 or 3 'children practice and discuss
,

with an adult,leadershin,skills curb as ro-munictinc
.

order, and keeping dicusSions on target.
.

_ .
.

As quasi-anecdotal examples of how this.syt4 works, let us take
. , . t

the cases.o'f John and -4rry,.both age 12. John is capable ,of expressing

a:) evel of blinking both in interpersonal and intellectual domains that is
2 - -

.

normal for his 'age. His.interpersonal.reasoning capability-vas recently
4).-

,assessed diider reflective interview'tonditionS
.

as,being consistently at
.

'thelevel "2.across most of 17 issues, in system. However, under stress, .

., ,,
t

,
. .

his real life level of reasoning appeart to be lower. In 'an" interview, John
. -

told us that a good class.leader "is someone who helps the members cooperate:. -

, A.
* with ane'another, and who resOlves-conflicts when group memberVdisagree."0

wever,Aen it was John's turn 'to be :a class leader, he was terribly

frightened peo'pl'e would laugh at him and refuse*to 'participate. During'a

4 , .

:Tife-space interview following somC regressive behavior, he told trusted

counselor, "I'm not going.to be the class leadej' becauselobodymill do 14

l7
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I tell them to do." When the. counselor tsked4"What do'you think a.good
o,

1

class lead, should he like?", John replied,'"Someone ao everyone else did

what wanted." This -expressed understanding of the leadership role would

be'scored at level .1,. rather than at his interview 'level 2. Under the gun

4ohh .appears 6- have lost sight of hts understanding of the facilitator, role
- s '

that, the class leaar, can. play.

One of the advantages ofa, clinical setting for exploratory research

s'that additional 'information,about-children is available to help us to

understand how other, aspects of 'a child's functioning may facilitate or
. ,

interfere rith the expression of a chilid's mast mature reasoning. For

ample, discustion with Joh's psychotherapist revealed that John does

not have, the-usual psychological mechanisms f6r moderating and' Aping with

anxiety: tWhen'he experic .2S stress, anxiety immediately escalates into

panic, and John feel's ov;:rwhelmingly vulnerable in a world v.11A everyone

can hurt'him. The function of leadership then becomes to keep people from

hurting hiM by making Them do everything he says. Children such a5 John

nay differ:not so much in their capacity to understand social and moral

issues as in their ability to.Maintain their, Understanding in the,face
!P

of

stressful social experiences, .

Whereas in the case of John the position of.class leade interacted

with' a child s-particular anxieties to produce .a downward oscillation in

,interpersonal reasoning, fn the case of another child, Jerry, being class.

leader stimulated reasoning aa higher'developmental level than was indicated

from either hi's reflective interview level or- from his usual functional stage

obserVedduring many Class discussions. We observed that id he position of

class leader, Jerry felt himself to be in a position of respect and was able

(
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to move beyond hisosual poorly verbalized "one-way" orientation to the

social world to p more reciprocal perspective. This upward fluctuation may

have resulted from Jerry's feeling that others were listening to him and

that his thoughts were appreciateckdespite 'his 'difficulty in verbalizing
i

them.
I.

During the time we have used this' combined interview/observatiOn

. J
-method, we have also seen children whose expressed hypothetical .reasoning ,

is low (for their age) and whose real life reasoning is also low. Hypo-
,

ttgtical reasoning for them appe-ars%to set a ceiling fQr real life reasoning.

This synchrony may well cha-racterile a child with've different problems/

than those of suc4chi1dren as John or Jerry. It may iso have very dif-
,

ferent implications for diagnosis and freatr*t.

We feel it is importanto extend this interview/observatiOn method

to normal populations. One significant difference between "normal" and.

e,'

.

"disturbed" children who' di splirtge-appropriate,capabilities in 4#othetical

Ults.&reasoning may-be the-ability.of the better adjusted children tertez%soil%
. t 4

4
real life settings at a level more gonsistent with their hypothetical reasoning-.

They may more consistently be able to use their best reasening' as.,a tool for
/

coping with naturally occurring dilemmas. The disturbed child, in the face

of a dilemma and;resultant anxiety, may not be able to-mobilize such tools

at his/her most-adequate level.

As, Heinz Werner often pointed out, the study A-pathological behavior

may tell ,us something about,-,,nor'mal processes as well. Observable social

behavior reptesents a complex int ction of procesSes. 'The closer we get

' to the study of social reasonin -i/ n-action, and to anundeqtanding of condi-
,

ttons for stability or occillation,
8

the more sources of interference we may

a

a
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find between best capability and actual performance, Sharing of understanding

in t clinical settin4 can help us to ideptify and understand some,of the
.

factors which influence social-collitive performance. John's anxiety was

pathblogical to' an extreme. It Kla4ered his capacity to function. But

that pathological'example,may point us toard'a better understanding.of the

possibilities Incf,limitationsof goci 'gnitive analysis and of the

cOmplexity.of.ipterpersorial processes for everyone.

4 A
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